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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several papers have been devoted in the last years to studying, by means 
of the Calculus of Variations in the Large, the existence of nonlinear 
oscillations of Keplerian Systems. By Keplerian system we mean a 
consevative system with n degrees of freedom 
4 + V’(q) = 0 (4 E R”), 
where V is a singular potential like 
1 
V(q)= -j--p (a > 0). 
We refer to [2, 11, 71 for results on the existence of solutions with 
prescribed period, and to [4,5] for those with prescribed energy. See also 
[17]. Let us recall that, when tl< 2, solutions could pass through the 
singularity q = 0 (collisions). 
More recently, the question of the existence of n geometrically distinct, 
noncollision, periodic orbits of Perturbed Keplerian Problems like 
4+a ,q,:+2 -+&U’(q)=0 
;1412-~+cu(q)=h 
(1) 
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has been investigated: see [9, lo] for the case c( > 2 and 1~ c1< 2 
respectively, and [ 1 ] for relativistic gravitational fields. 
Motivated by these last results and by the applications we have in mind, 
we consider in the present paper Lagrangians L(q, 4) which are a 
perturbation of a central field 
uq, 4) = Ldq, 0) + G(q, 4), (2) 
where q E R”, and L,, L, satisfy 
CL) 
L,(q,4)=11912-~(lql), L,(q, 4) = S&9 4) - U(q), 
4 E C’(O, + co), UE C2(R” - {0}, R) 
B(q> 4) = C bi,j(q) 4i4j9 bi,j= bj,iE C’(R”, R). 
We look for periodic, noncollision solutions with energy h of the 
Lagrangian system 
daL aL --=- 
dt ag a4 
“bifurcating” from the circular solutions of the unperturbed problem 
(4) 
The main existence results, Theorems 9 and 11, improve those of 
[ 1,9, lo] and provide a unified frame for this class of problems. The proof 
is different from that used in [ 1,9, lo] and relies on a combination of the 
variational setting discussed in [4, 51 and the abstract perturbation results, 
variational in nature, stated in [6]. Moreover, Theorems 9 and 11 extend 
to the fixed energy case the results of [3] dealing with oscillations of (1) 
of prescribed period. 
Some of the possible applications to systems arising in Celestial 
Mechanics are also discussed and include: (i) Kepler type problems (i.e., 
problems like (1) with c1= 1); and (ii) a class of N-body problems. In the 
former case, the well-known degeneracy is overcome by assuming that the 
perturbing potential U is even. As for (ii), we prove the existence of a N - 1 
parameter family of nearly circular solutions; let us remark that our 
perturbation theorems apply without any nonresonance conditions on the 
frequencies of the unperturbed motion. 
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2. VARIATIONAL SETTIN AND ABSTRACT ~RT~BATION RESULTS 
and consider the functional J’E C*(A, R) defined by 
The fo~~ow~~g lemmas provide the ~a~at~o~a~ principle we will use later 
and are taken from [4, S] (see also [S, 161). 
T2= ; j; K(r4,ri) dt 
f; [h - V(u)] dt’ (6) 
(7) 
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with T2 given by (6). Since K is quadratic in 4, it follows that q(t) = u(t/T) 
is a weak, and, by regularity, classical solution of (7). Q.E.D. 
If V is even, it will be convenient to work on 
A,= {uEHoIU(t)#Ovt}, 
where 
Ho= (uEHIu(t+;)= -u(t)Vt}. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that L has the form (5) and that V is even. Let u be 
a critical point off I”,, such that f(u) > 0. Then q(t) = u(t/T), with T defined 
as in (6), is a solution of (7). 
Proof: We have that f’(u) v. = 0, Vu, E Ho. Since V is even, we have 
also f’(u) w = 0, VW E H,I. It thus follows that (8) and (9) still hold and q 
solves (7). Q.E.D. 
Lagrangians of the form (2) lit into this setting. Correspondingly, f takes 
the form 
f(&, u)=r,(d=;j,l K,(u, zi)dt j; [h- V,(u)] dt, 
where 
K,(q, 4) = 4 l4l2 + ;Wq, 4) 
V,(q) = 4M) + mq). 
Under the assumptions 
(bEC*(O+ co), UE C2(R” - (O}, R) 
f(e, u) is of class C2 on R x A. 
Let 2 be a set of critical points for fo, namely f b(z) = 0, Vz E 2. Accord- 
ing to [6] we say that Z is a nondegenerate critical manifold for f. if 
(i) Z is a compact, C2 submanifold of H 
(ii) T;Z=ker f:(z), VZEZ. 
The following perturbation result has been proven in [6], see also [12, 
161. Let cat Z denote the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of Z in itself. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(c, u) be a C2 functional on R x A and let Z be a 
nondegenerate critical manifold for fo. Let also f{(z) be a Fredholm operator 
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of index 0, Vz E Z. Then for any neighbo~rhood %f of Z there exist E* > 0 
such that for 1~1 GE*, f, has at least cat Z critical points in %. 
~e~a$~ 4. In our applications we will be interested in finding multiple 
critical points off, which give rise (through Lemmas 1 or 2) to geometri- 
cally distinct solutions of (7). Because of the symmetry, f;. is invariant under 
the O(2) action 
(&l~xS’xH-+H; (kl,e,U)-+U(+t+e). 
This allows us to use the O(2)-equivariant category. 
Recall that for a O(2) invariant set A c Z its O(2) equivariant category 
is defined by 
O(2) cat(A, Z) = min(k E N 1 A c A, u . . . u Ak, A, is O(2)-invariant 
and O(2)-contractible in Z). 
With O(2)-contractible we mean contractible to a point through an 
homotopy which commutes the O(2) action. The properties of the O(2) cat 
are those of any index theory. We will set O(2) cat Z= O(2) cat(Z, Z). 
Thus, in this case Theorem 3 yields the existence of at least O(2) cat(Z) 
critical points for f, near 2. Since any orbit O(2)u has equivariant 
category 1, Theorem 3 can be further sharpened saying that the critical 
points we find cannot be brought one into the other by the O(2) action. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We will use the following notations: if 5, q are vectors in C”, [, (5 1 v]), (51 
will denote the conjugate, the Euclidean scalar product, and norm, 
respectively. 
Given h E R, suppose 3R such that 
g?qqR) + t)(R) = h 
and set 
(10) 
z= (z(t)=iP(r&2’n’+~&-Zinr)j5ECn, (cyQ=$, (5lf)=O). 
It is immediate to see that Vz g Z, f;(z) = 0 and that (i) holds. In addition, 
one has 
LEMMA 5. Suppose #‘(R) # 0 and let 
(11) 
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If 
(*) A#(k-l)(k+3) ford1 kEZ, 
then Z satisfies (ii). 
Proof We have to show that ker f;(z) = T,Z. We set p(x) = &lx/) 
and let 
A= s 1 li1*dt=47c*R2 0 
B= s ; [h-&zl]dt=h-&R)=;R@(R) (#O). 
For z E Z we have, as in (8), 
f;(z)v=B j; (ild)dt-;A j; p’(z)udt=O, VVEH. (12) 
Moreover, there results 
fd’(u)(u,w)=B j; (tiIG)dt- j; (ilC)dtj; p’(z)wdt 
- j; (i 16~) dt j; iil(z)v dt -; A I,’ t”(z)@, w) dt. 
Using (12) it follows 
fd’(u)(u, w)=B j; (dlG)dt-4; jol (iI+)dt jol (iId)dt 
1 1 -- 
2A 0 s 
V”(z)(u, w) dt. 
Then o E ker f;(z) whenever u satisfies 
-BS+4;(jo1 (ild)dt)i-:AB”(z)u=O. (13) 
Setting u(t) = Cp= --m uke2nik’ with uk = ?idk, the left hand side of (13) 
becomes 
,=T o. (k* - 1) ake2nik’ -4[(a, 15) + (a-, 1 [)]((e2nit+ [ep2”‘) 
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Hence (13) is equivalent to the system 
~~*-~~~*-~E~~,/5~5+~~,~,Ie,~+~~~+2I5f~+~~~1e>r1=o, 
kf 41 (14) 
4[I~~~l5~+~~-,Ietl~+~C~~ll5~5+~a-~l~~5Jc~~~l(5)~+~a,I5f~l=~. 
(14’) 
To solve (14) we proceed as in [3], where we refer for more detail. Multi- 
plying (14) by (r and by l one shows that the nonresonance condition (*) 
implies 
a,=0 for k# ~1. 
Moreover, from (14’) it follows immediately (note that d # 0,4) 
(~115)+(a-,I~)=O 
Gdet=o. 
This means that u E T,Z and the thesis follows. 
Let us remark that, plainly, 
U(2) cat(Z) > ~at~Z/Q~2)). 
Moreover, it is known that 
cat(Z/W)) 2 g(n - 11, 
Q.E.D. 
where g{l) = 21 -s- 1, with s the smallest integer such that 2” < 1. (See, 
for instance, [ 14, Thm. 2.3.31.) Note that gfn- l)>sn for n > 3. Set 
S, = {x E R” 1x1 = R}. 
THEOREM 6. Assume L is of the form (2) and (I,) holds. Given h E R, 
suppose 3R satis@ng (10) and such that 4’(R) #O. If E. defined by (11) 
uer$es { *) then, given any neighbourhood W of SR, there exists E* > 0 such 
that, for (~1 GE* system (7) has at least g(n - 1) geometrically distinct closed 
noncollision orbits in W. 
Proof: From Lemma 3 we know that Z is a nondegenerate critical 
manifold forf,; it is also easy to check that f: is a Fredholm operator of 
index 0. Let us note that f, is U(2)-invariant. Then, an application of 
Theorem 3 and of Remark 4, jointly with the above observations, yields the 
existence of at least g(n - 1) critical points of f,, U, , ..,, ugfn _ 1I, each of 
them having a different O(2) orbit. Moreover, since ui is H’-close (hence 
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L”-close) to a curve of minimal period, it has minimal period. It then 
follows that these critical points give rise to solutions of (7), having 
geometrically distinct orbits in W. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7. As in [3], it is possible to show that the critical points ui 
off, must be close to those points of Z which satisfy an averaging condi- 
tion. Precisely, letting I&Z) = JA U(z) dt, the solutions lie near the critical 
points of I++ I=. In this sense we can say that the solutions of (7) bifurcate 
from the critical points of $Iz. In addition, if tj is a Morse function, all its 
critical points are bifurcation points for J 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider the problem 
q+a ,q,Y+2 - + &U’(q) = 0 
~l4l’-~+Eu(q)=h. 
(15) 
This case corresponds to L with 4(r) = - l/ra, c1> 0 and B = 0. From 
(10) it follows that Z#@ if cr<2 and h<O, or if a>2 and h>O. 
Moreover 1= -a - 2; this implies that (*) is verified for a # 1, 2. Then 
Theorem 6 applies, yielding: 
THEOREM 9. Let UE C*(R” - {0}, R), and R be defined by (10). Let 
cr>O, a # 1, 2 and let h >O (resp. h ~0) if GI > 2 (resp. if a -C 2). Then, 
for E small enough, (5) has at least g(n - 1) geometrically distinct closed 
noncollision orbits near S,. 
Remarks 10. (i) The result discussed in the preceding example 
improves those of [9, lo]: the former because the orbits are localized, the 
latter because no symmetry assumptions on U are required. 
(ii) Let us point out that, for a =2, the unperturbed problem (i.e., 
(15) with E =0) has circular solutions of arbitrary radius R and energy 
h = 0, owing to the fact iR+‘(R) + 4(R) z 0. 
Theorem 6 does not apply to perturbations of the Kepler problem 
ii+f$+dqq)=O 
f,+&+dqq)=h. 
To handle this case, we will take U even and use Lemma 2. 
(16) 
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THEOREM 11. Assume L is of the form (2), (L) holds and let U be even. 
Given h E R, suppose 3R satisfying (10) and such that 4’(R) # 0. If 3, defined 
by ( 11) uerzf?es 
(**I I.#(k-l))(k+3) forall keZ, k odd, 
then, given any neighbourhood W of S,, there exists E* > 0 such that, for 
(El GE*, problem (7) has at least g(n - 1) geometrically distinct closed 
noncollision orbits in W. 
Proof According to Lemma 2 we can look for critical points of fEl,,,,. 
Noting that Vu E H, the Fourier coefficient ak = 0 if k is even, we can apply 
the arguments of Lemma 5 and deduce that Z is nondegenerate for fOl no, 
provided that (**) holds. Then we proceed as in Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 11 is prompted for applications to the Kepler problem, and 
yields: 
THEOREM 12. Let UE C2(R” - {0}, R) be even, and let h be negative. 
Then, for E small enough, problem (16) has at least g(n - 1) geometrically 
distinct closed noncollision orbits near the sphere of radius R = -2/h. 
The following example is related to [l] and shows that whenever the 
unperturbed potential d(r) differs from being exactly the Kepler Potential 
- l/r, no symmetry assumptions are required. 
EXAMPLE 13. Consider the perturbed Kepler potential - l/lql +&U(q), 
UE C2(R” - {0}, R), and its relativistic correction 
where 
3 a=- 
c2+4h 
and c denotes the speed of light, see, for instance, [ 11. V, can be written 
as 
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for some 8~ C’(R” - (O}, R). We have that I’, fits into the preceding set- 
ting, with 4(r) = - l/r-- a/r2 and B= 0. Equation (10) yields R = -2/h, 
and we obtain 
I=3-4ah 
ah-l’ 
It is immediate to see that, for h negative, the nondegeneracy condition (*) 
on 1 is always satisfied. Thus we can apply Theorem 6 and obtain that, for 
any h < 0, there exist g(n - 1) geometrically distinct closed orbits of energy 
h for potential (17), provided that E is small enough. 
Remark 14. We remark that the above result improves that of [l] 
because no symmetry assumption is required on U. Moreover, the orbits 
we have found remain close to the sphere of radius R; this implies that if 
R is big enough (i.e., Ihl is small enough), the orbits we have found remain 
in the domain where the relativistic correction makes sense. 
4. RESTRICTED N-BODY PROBLEM 
Consider the problem of N bodies with small masses, aal, . . . . EN,++, whose 
positions in R3 we shall denote by r’, . . . . rN, orbiting around a body of 
mass 1 with coordinates r”. The corresponding system has the form (cf. 
Cl17 151) 
N y” - ri 
F’O=& 1 ai0 
i=l Ir -ri13 
ri- p ri-rYj 
-aii“=a’Iri-r013+‘,j=l ,.,,,,-,, i+ ,,,,,, Naiajmri c ‘. 
(18) 
As in [ 111, we set xi = ri- r” and M, = 1 + E xi”=, czi. Through the conser- 
vation of linear momentum equation (18) is equivalent to the following 
It is easy to see that (19) is the system corresponding to the Lagrangian 
uqv 4) = K(q, 4) - V,(q), 
where q = (x1, . . . . x”) E R3N, 
K,(q,9)=K,(~1,...,~N)= 2 ailii(‘--+,$ ajcci(ii[ii) 
i=l El,,-1 
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and 
This is just a slight generalization of (2): it suffices to replace $(lql) with 
N 
Q(q)= 3, $l 
and take 
and 
B(q, 4) = -$ lg api 2). 
EI,J--l 
It follows from Lemma 2 that the critical points of 
s 
1 
fe(x’, . ..) x”) = 1 K&t’, . ..) 
0 
a”) dt 1; [h - V&x’, . . . . x”)] dt 
reparametrized by means of (6), yield solutions of fixed energy h of (19) 
and hence solutions of fixed energy h of (18). 
Since the perturbation U is even, we can use the setting of Lemma 2, 
working on 
2, = {(xl, . ..) XN)EH~(XhlOvi,X’(t)#Xqt) Vi#j Vt), 
where H,N = H, x . . . x H,, (N times). 
For each e,, . . . . eN< 0 such that Cr= r ei= h, consider real numbers R, 
such that Ri= -2fei and define 
Zi= (z(t)=Ri(<c2in’+& 2in’)15~C3, w3=1, m)=o) 
and 
Z=Z,@ ... @Z,. (20) 
The same arguments used in Lemma 5 (see also Theorem 11) show that Z 
is a nondegenerate critical manifold for f0 on Ht. Thus we have: 
505/96/2-l 
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THEOREM 15. For all h < 0 and all e,, . . . . eN < 0 such that Cr! 1 ei = h, 
(18) has a noncollision closed orbit near the image of 2, defined by (20). 
Remark 16. We remark that, in this case, the multiplicity result stated 
in Theorem 3 loses its significance: indeed, because of the rotational 
symmetry of the problem, the multiple solutions one could find, are 
possibly brought one into the other by the O(3) action. 
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